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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
for the

__________ District of __________

United States of America )
)
)
)
)
)
)

v.

Case No.

Defendant(s)

CRIMINAL COMPLAINT

I, the complainant in this case, state that the following is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.

On or about the date(s) of in the county of in the

District of , the defendant(s) violated:

Code Section Offense Description

This criminal complaint is based on these facts: 

’ Continued on the attached sheet.

Complainant’s signature

Printed name and title

Attested to by the applicant in accordance with the requirements of Fed. R. Crim. P. 4.1 by telephone
(specify reliable electronic means).

Date:
Judge’s signature

City and state:
Printed name and title

5/21/2021

          Northern District of Texas

Demarcus Dave Grabert (01) 
Grant Leonard Glover (02) 

Tremayne Devante Watson (03) 
Ashton Andrew Burns (04)     

2:21-MJ-78

May 20, 2021 Randall

Northern Texas

Title 21, United States Code, 
Sections 841(a)(1) and 841(b)(1)(B)
(vii). 
 

Conspiracy to Distribute and Possession with Intent to Distribute Marihuana 
 
 
 

see attached affidavit in support of complaint.

✔

Joseph Moseley, USPS Special Agent

Amarillo, Texas Lee Ann Reno, U.S. Magistrate Judge

AttachPrint Save As... Reset

FILED
KAREN MITCHELL 

CLERK, U.S. DISTRICT 
COURT

May 21, 2021
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AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF COMPLAINT 

I, Joseph Moseley, being duly sworn, state as follows: 

1. I am a Postal Inspector with the United States Postal Inspection Service, presently serving 

an assignment at the Lubbock Domicile in Lubbock, Lubbock County, Texas.  I have been a 

Postal Inspector for over seven years.  My duties include the investigation of illegal mailings and 

the receipt of controlled substances, possession of which violates Title 21, United States Code, 

Sections 841(a)(1), 843(b), 844 and 846.  I have participated in the interdiction of illegal drugs 

shipped through the United States Mail, and have received training in narcotics identification, 

criminal investigations, and narcotics trafficking from the U.S. Postal Inspection Service. 

2. This affidavit is made in support of a complaint and arrest warrant for:  Demarcos Dave 

Grabert; Grant Leonard Glover Jr.; Tremayne Devante Watson; and Ashton Andrew Burns.  I am 

familiar with the information contained in this affidavit based upon my own personal 

investigation, as well as, conversations with other law enforcement officers involved in this 

investigation.     

Facts in Support of Probable Cause 

In early February 2018, APD Narcotics received an anonymous call regarding drug distribution.  

The caller reported a “Demarc” and “Twat’ would fly to Colorado or California to get narcotics 

and then ship them to their houses.  In early March 2018, an unrelated second anonymous caller 

identified Watson as a drug dealer.  The caller reported Watson goes to California and Dallas to 

purchase drugs and has them mailed to Amarillo.  Watson was reported to either fly or drive to 

the source city and state, two or three times a month.   

On March 26, 2020, Amarillo Police Department (APD) received a crime stoppers tip from an 

anonymous source regarding pounds of weed, mushrooms, smoking pens, and possibly cocaine 

being sold in Amarillo by Demarcos Grabert.  The tip mentioned Grabert posting his illicit drug 

dealings on Snapchat.  The tip also alleged Grabert was mailing large amounts of US Currency 

back to California.  In late March to early April 2020, US Postal Inspectors received information 
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from APD Narcotics Agent Bryan Bacon regarding narcotics trafficking thought to be occurring 

through the U.S. Mail.  In early April, a cooperating defendant corroborated information a group 

calling itself “Hog Life,” a Crip gang, was trafficking marijuana, THC products, and psilocybin 

mushrooms in the Amarillo area.  The cooperating defendant stated Hog Life was receiving these 

narcotics through the United States Postal Service and FedEx from California and in turn mailing 

large amounts of US currency back to California as payment for the narcotics.  The cooperating 

defendant detailed the drug operation being facilitated through the social media application 

Snapchat.  The cooperating defendant identified the two main narcotic suppliers for Hog Life in 

Amarillo as Snapchat user names Dmark09 and/or Rackz, later identified as Demarcos Dave 

Grabert and (ss) t-watt_hl#nobuff and or twatt_hl, later identified as Tremayne Devante Watson.  

The cooperating defendant also provided Amarillo addresses and vehicles for both.  The 

information regarding Grabert was address 3605 Mirror St. in Amarillo and a silver Mercedes 

Benz. 

Additionally, the cooperating defendant also identified who the source of supply was reportedly 

living in California as Snapchat user name G13 and or G13bam, later identified as Grant Leonard 

Glover, Jr.  The cooperating defendant said Glover was branding his products from California 

with “Dank of America.”  Bacon was able to determine the crime stoppers tipster and 

cooperating defendant were two independent sources with similar information regarding Grabert 

and Glover.  Bacon felt the tipster and cooperating defendant did not know each other.     

While researching and locating several Hog Life members and addresses where narcotics were 

being shipped, Bacon began posing undercover by initiating communication via Snapchat with 

Grabert and Glover.  Bacon has consistently recorded video clips and still images of illicit 

narcotics distribution and money laundering between Grabert and Glover.  Snapchat 

communication has also shown travel to California, Houston, and Dallas by Grabert, as well as, 

Glover traveling to Amarillo, and being with Grabert in Houston and Dallas.  The videos and 

images include large quantities of bulk marijuana, psilocybin mushrooms, and various THC 

products being advertised for sale.  Additionally, tens of thousands of US dollars are being 

flaunted with captioning implying the illicit earnings from drug distribution and trafficking.  

There are consistent videos and photographs on an almost daily occurrence of the cultivation, 

packaging, and advertisement of marijuana, psilocybin mushrooms, and THC products in 
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California and the receiving and sale in Amarillo. There are multiple videos of distributing 

narcotics between Grabert and unknown buyers in California, as well as, the delivery and 

receiving of shipped illicit narcotics and criminal proceeds via US Postal Service and Fed Ex.  

Both Grabert and Glover will flaunt their illicit proceeds and lavish lifestyles from expensive 

dining, travel, driving exotic vehicles, purchasing designer clothing and jewelry, to spending 

thousands of dollars at adult entertainment establishments. 

Throughout this investigation, I have made eight parcel seizures containing narcotics going to 

various addresses associated with the investigation.  The narcotics seized included marijuana, 

various THC products, and Alprazolam (Xanax).   Many of the parcels containing suspected 

THC products were mailed to 6009 Chisolm, which is the home of Watson, and 3605 S. Mirror, 

which is the home of Grabert.         

Up to present, Grabert and Glover are continuously posting drug trafficking advertisement and 

sales of bulk marijuana, marijuana products, and Psilocybin on Snapchat along with large 

quantities of US currency, implying the earnings are from illicit drug sales.  Grabert has posted 

on Snapchat indicating intentions to move his advertisement and sale of narcotics to Telegram 

because law enforcement was interfering.  Grabert mentioned he will still post on Snapchat as 

well. 

In late April 2020, Bacon conducted surveillance at Grabert’s house, located at 3605 S. Mirror 

and observed Grabert come out of the residence and met with a black male in the rear driveway.  

Bacon reported Grabert and the black male appeared to have completed a hand-to-hand drug 

transaction.  The black male left the residence and a traffic stop was conducted by Amarillo PD.  

A probable cause search was made and four bags of suspected marijuana, weighing 

approximately 40 gross grams were located in the vehicle.  APD interviewed the male who said 

he purchased the marijuana from a friend’s house where he had just left.   

In May 2020, Bacon debriefed a confidential informant who confirmed known Hog Life 

members Grabert, Watson, and Burns.  In late August 2020, Bacon debriefed an additional APD 

confidential informant regarding Hog Life members.  The informant identified Grabert and 

Burns.  Airline records showed frequent travel by Grabert to Los Angeles, coinciding with 

parcels mailed from California throughout the timeline of this investigation.  On several 
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occasions, Grabert traveled with Burns to Los Angeles.  Two bank accounts held by Grabert 

were reviewed.  One of the accounts analyzed had $7,200 in Zelle transfers from Burns to 

Grabert’s account in less than one month.  A Texas Workforce Commission report showed no 

reported earnings for Burns.   

On May 14, 2020, Bacon made an undercover purchase of 28 grams of psilocybin mushrooms 

direct from Grabert.   

On June 9, 2020, APD narcotics agents conducted surveillance on 6009 Chisholm to observe 

delivery of 22 pound Priority Mail Express parcel EJ315652219US, anticipated around noon.  At 

12:11 p.m., Bacon observed a grey 2018 Dodge Charger Hellcat arrive at 6009 Chisholm.  Bacon 

believed this to be the same Hellcat reported in the crime stoppers tip and verified by the license 

plate.  Bacon identified the driver of the vehicle as Grabert and the passenger as Watson.  At 

12:14 p.m., a postal carrier arrived at the location and carried up a large parcel fitting the 

description of the parcel I observed earlier.  APD agents observed Watson meet the carrier in the 

driveway and both walked into the garage where the carrier set the parcel onto the floor.  Grabert 

was seen picking the parcel up from the ground and carrying it further into the garage before the 

overhead door was closed.  At 12:34 p.m., the garage door opened and Grabert was observed 

carrying a smaller opened cardboard box out to the Charger and placing it into the trunk.  Grabert 

was seen removing a large vacuum sealed bag from the trunk of the Charger, examined it, then 

placed it back into the trunk.  At 12:36 p.m., Grabert and Watson left the residence in the Dodge 

Charger.  APD agents conducted mobile surveillance on the Dodge Charger until a traffic 

violation was observed.  At that time, a traffic stop was conducted by Amarillo PD Officer 

Skaggs.  Skaggs approached the vehicle and could immediately smell the odor of marijuana 

emitting from the vehicle.  Skaggs identified the driver as Grabert and the passenger as Watson.  

APD officers conducted a probable cause search of the vehicle and occupants.  Marijuana 

paraphernalia was located in the center console and approximately 16 lbs. of THC products were 

located in the trunk.  A search of Grabert yielded $935 in US currency from his wallet.  A search 

of Watson yielded $1,145 in US currency from his wallet and $5,000 in US currency from a 

backpack belonging to Watson.  Interviews with Grabert and Watson were attempted by APD, 

but both refused to talk.  The contraband and US currency were seized by APD.  Grabert and 

Watson were released pending this investigation.   
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On January 27, 2021, APD Narcotics Agents conducted surveillance on Grabert in the Dodge 

Hellcat.  Grabert was followed from 3605 S Mirror to 6009 Chisholm.  Later that afternoon, 

Grabert left and was stopped for traffic violations by an APD officer.  Grabert was known to 

have city warrants and was arrested without incident.  A probable cause search of the vehicle 

yielded approximately 17 grams of suspected marijuana and 1 gram of suspected THC wax.  On  

March 31, 2021, Grabert posted on Snapchat, “Shop opened” and had follow up videos of bulk 

marijuana strains, multiple vacuum sealed bags of individually rolled marijuana products, and 

Psilocybin mushrooms.  Shortly after Grabert’s post, surveillance at 3605 S. Mirror observed 

multiple vehicles coming and going from the residence.  Throughout the investigation and up to 

present, Grabert continuously posts drug trafficking advertisement and sales of bulk marijuana, 

marijuana products, and Psilocybin on Snapchat along with large quantities of US currency, 

implying the earnings are from illicit drug sales.  Airline records showed frequent travel by 

Grabert to Los Angeles, coinciding with parcels mailed from California throughout the timeline 

of this investigation.  Two bank accounts held by Grabert were reviewed and found to have a 

large number of suspicious transactions.  A search of Texas Workforce Commission for Grabert 

showed no reported earnings.   

On May 20, 2021, Bacon reviewed social media accounts for Glover and Grabert.  Bacon noticed 

Glover posting filters indicating that he was in Amarillo.  Glover was posting video and photos 

of Grabert’s Dodge Hellcat.  This made Bacon believe Glover was currently at 3605 S. Mirror.  

Glover was advertising on his social media account sales of large vacuum sealed bags of 

marijuana and edibles.  At almost the exact same times, Grabert was advertising similar products 

on his social media account.  Bacon believed these narcotics were actively being sold from 3605 

S. Mirror.   

Surveillance was started at 3605 S. Mirror confirming the Dodge Hellcat outside along with 

other vehicles.  Agents observed heavy traffic to and from the residence consistent with narcotics 

distribution.  Multiple traffic stops were conducted on individuals leaving the address and 

suspected bulk quantities of narcotics were seized from the vehicles.  As a search warrant for 

3605 S. Mirror was being drafted, known suspects started leaving the residence.  A Chrysler 200, 

registered to Grabert’s girlfriend Victoria Carrillo, was stopped for traffic.  Glover was the driver 
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of the vehicle.  One of the passengers was identified as Thomas Perez, who admitted being a 

hired bodyguard for Glover.  Perez was in possession of two firearms.   

A Federal Search Warrant for 3605 S. Mirror was signed by US Magistrate Reno.  Amarillo PD 

SWAT executed the warrant.  Victoria Carrillo was called out of the house by SWAT and was 

the only occupant.  A search of 3605 S. Mirror recovered more than 50 pounds of suspected raw 

marijuana in vacuum sealed bags, an estimated 75 pounds of suspected THC and psilocybin 

edibles, 120 gross grams of suspected psilocybin, approximately $63,000 in US currency, scales, 

a money counter, heat sealer, “Dank of America” branded paraphernalia, and “No Boof” branded 

paraphernalia.  

Attested to by the applicant in accordance with the requirements of Fed. R. Crim. P. 4.1 by 

telephone.  

_____________________________ 
Joseph Moseley 
US Postal Inspector 

Sworn and subscribed to, before me, on this ____ day of _____________, 2021. 

_____________________________________ 
LEE ANN RENO 
UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 

s/ Anna Marie Bell 
Anna Marie Bell 
Assistant United States Attorney 

21st May
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